
According to low tension Directive 2014/35/EU.
Norms: UNE-EN 62208.

Technical features
- Protection degree:

Surface combinable cabinets: IP40.
Surface compact cabinets: IP55.

- Resistence to impact: 
Opaque door: IK10.
Transparent door: IK09.

- Range of temperature under normal conditions:  
-25ºC / +40ºC.

- Watertight maximum temperature: 80ºC.
- Epoxy-polyester paint maximum temperature: 125ºC.

Certifications

ATLANTIC 
PLUS 
IP40-IP55 Metal
Distribution Switchboards

The Atlantic Plus series are being designed to meet the
needs of large instalations, which, due to their
construction characteristics, require a bigger modules
capacity together with a good design. They are available
in two versions; IP40 demountable and IP55 compact
ones, with height upto 2110 mm and a modular capacity
from 192 to 288 modules. They are destined for use in
public places such as: shopping malls, hospitals, hotels,
schools, etc.

Electrical properties
- Rated operational voltage (Ue): 1000 V AC.
- Rated insulation voltage (Ui): 1000 V AC.  
- Rated impulse withstand voltage (Uimp):   
   12KV (depending on accesory).
- Intensity (Ie): 630 A (depending on accessory).
- Rated short time withstand (Icw): 23 KA 1s.
- Rated peak withstand current (Ipk): 48 KA.
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Product range 
Standard
- IP40 Surface combinable cabinet with opaque or 

transparent door
- IP55 Surface compact cabinet with opaque or transparent 

door.
- Modular capacity for cabinets with 1810 mm 

height: from 192 to 240 modules.
- Modular capacity for cabinets with 2110 mm: 

from 216 to 288 modules.

Materials
Case, sides, upper and lower covers for surface cabinets 
and frames for flush-fit units made with cold rolled steel 
plate En10130+A1 of 1,2 mm thickness.
Opaque door made with cold rolled steel plate En10130+A1 
with 1,2 mm thickness.
Transparent door made with templated glass of 4 mm
thickness.

Finishing
- Tighten epoxi polyester paint emboss coating RAL 9003, 

80-120 μ.
- Resistence against corrosion under norm UNE-EN62208.

Clasification C4-M under norms ASIM B-117:97; ISO 
9227:0 and ISO 12944-6-98. For higher resistance against 
corrosion, consult for aditional prime.

IP40 Surface combinable cabinets
They are supplied dismantled in a sole package which
contains case, sides, upper and lower cover, cable entry
lid, frame, plinths, door and accessories bag.
- Accessories bag:

Height adjustment and fixation kit
Hinges
Cable lids
Screws
Key
Mounting instructions

Supply

Elegance and functionality intended for the
tertiary sector

IP55 Surface compact cabinets
They are supplied already assembled in a sole package
which contains: cabinet, door, frame, plinth and 
accessories bag.
- Accessories bag:

Height adjustment and fixation kit
Cable lids
Screws
Key
Mounting instructions

Standar painting cycle
- Degrease: removing residual oils by means of phosphate 

immersions.
- Lighten: two times, first with tap water and second with 

deminneralized water.
- Passivization: mixture of Hcl+nA cl and bath against rust 

getting in that sense the proper finish ready to be painted.
- Dry: with hot air (through 100º C tunnel).
- Painted: with tighten epoxi polyester RAL 9003 with 

thickness 80-120 μ. Painting proccess A1.02 under norm 
UNE-EN ISO 12944-5.

- Baking chamber: adhesion by polymerisation 180º
- baking tunnel during 15-20 minutes.
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Upper and lower covers
- The cabinet is supplied with upper and lower cable 

entries.
- Upper cover is ready to fit plastic lids which allows the 

cable entrance close to the wall, even the one through 
trays. There is also available two rivet nuts for fixation of 
height adjustment included with the cabinet.

- Lower cover has a centered hole of 500x80 mm with 
the purpose of cable entrance and come with four rivet 
cabinet for fitting the 100 mm plinth also included with 
the cabinet.

- Both covers are linked to sides trough clip on system 
and some screws make the reinforce between the cover, 
sides and case.

Case
- Cabinet totally assembled which is supplied dismountled 

in order to offer the installator the higher versatility 
making in that sense an easy assembling and wiring.

- Case is a plain side which has two profiles where the 
components can be fitted. this profile has two horizontal 
lines of 25mm to fit cage nuts used for accessories 
fixation and a third line with circular 3mm diameter holes 
allowing to screw directly through the profile.

- Transport and heigh adjustment kit are fitted at the 
bottom of the cabinet included with the cabinet.

- Case is totally reversible, allowing to fit the switchgears 
in all positions.

Sides
- The assembling of sides to bottom is made by means of 

clipp on system.
- Hinges and retainers are fitted to sides with sheet metal 

screws. Both sides are reversibles allowing the door to be 
opened both right and left.

- Upper and lower cover fixation is made by sheet metal 
screws.

IP40 SURFACE COMBINABLE CABINETS

It is possible to link cabinets as well as auxiliar cabinets, with horizontal
way of mounting system, which easy the fittins of switches in larges lenghts
providing great rigidity at the cabinet.
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- In the upper and lower part are place the cable entries of 
500x80 mm.

- Those cable entries are covered with metallic lids 
screwed to the case with sheet metal screws. the cover 
has watertight to promise the protection degree of IP55.

- It is advisable that entrance of pipes and cables are made 
trough cable glands in order not to loose the protection 
degree of the cabinet. 

Case
- Case of the cabinet is formed a sole piece, with two 

profiles where all the combination equipment is fitted.
- This profile has two horizontal lines of 25mm to fit cage 

nuts used for accessories fixation and a third line with 
circular 3mm diameter holes allowing to screw directly 
through the profile.

- Elevation and transport system via two flanges fastened 
to the top of the cabinet, supplied with the enclosure. 

IP55 SURFACE COMPACT CABINETS

IP40-IP55 CABINETS COMPONENTS

Modular frame
- Modular frame designed to fit modular or blind lids.
- Its easy open-close system gives fast and confortable 

access to the inner part of the cabinet by turning freely 
the total frame without opening lid by lid.

- Reversible frame in assembling as well as in opening.
- It has four holes in the front part in order to entry ground 

wire cable towards the door and assuring the mass 
continuity of the set.

- Plastic lids are clipped on, and metallic ones are fitted 
with cage nuts and screws to the frame. Lids are not 
included on the set, being supplied as accessory.

Plinth
- All our sets are supplied with 100 mm height plinth.
- Plinth are formed by: two side supports, two side covers, 

and two front covers.
- Side supports are fitted to the cabinet structure by 

means of screws and have two base places where the 
cabinet can be attaced to the floor.

Fixation and height adjustment
All sets are supplied with two pletines destined for
being used as height system and transport and thereof
back wall system fixation.

Doors
- Opaque and transparent door are available.
- Opaque doors are manufactured in 1,2 mm thickness 

steel.
- Transparent doors are manufactures with templated 

security glass of 4mm thickness.
- IP55 doors have watertight assuring the protection 

degree of the cabinet.
- All doors are reversibles..

Locker 
- 1/4.-turn lock, double-bit insert with retractable handle 

in grey RAL7016.
- Possibility of other locks supplied as accessories.
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DIN rail for surface cabinets
- 24 modules standard capacity.
- Omega rail fixation systeme by clipp on supports.
- Supports adjusted in depth getting in that way a height 

difference in a 45 mm range. 
The support has three premarked positions which are 
linked to three height standard for modular electrical 
switches.

- This height variation can be made when pre-assembling or 
when the cabinet subset is already mounted.

- In order to fit the rails in the proper position in the case 
profiles, it is supplied a rule where the useful holes position 
are marked in function of the number of the intended rails 
to be fitted.

Modular lids
Plastic and metallic lids are available.
Plastic lids:
- Hinged, closed by clipp on system; To open lids, tool are 

need to open the lid, according to norm.
- Manufacture in RAL 9003 ABS. 150 and 200 mm modular 

lids for 24 modules.
Metallic lids:
- Hinged and fix, screwed to the cabinet structure by means 

of M6 cage nuts and anti-turned M6x10 screws.
- Manufacture in RAL 9003 in steel sheet.
- 150 and 200 mm modular lids for 24 modules. 300 and 400 

mm modular lids for 48 modules (2x24). And 50, 150, 200, 
300 and 400 mm blind lids.

- By combining different protection lids many combinations 
can be obtained within only one cabinet size. Cabinets 
are supplied without lids to easy modular versatility of 
installator.

Rail and lid distance: 50,5 mm

Lid and door distance: 44 mm

Lid kits + DIN rail

Many modules combinations for one  
cabinet size
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ARMARIOS DE SUPERFICIE
ENLAzABLE IP40

IP55 COMPACT CABINET 
FRAME

IP40 COMBINABLE CABINET 
OPAQUE DOOR

IP40 COMBINABLE CABINET 
TRANSPARENT DOOR

IP55 COMPACT CABINET 
OPAQUE DOOR

Large modular capacity cabinet with plenty of 
combinations

INDIVIDUAL CABINET CABINET + AUxILIAR MODULE CABINET + AUxILIAR MODULE + CABINET
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IP40 Combinable cabinet

Dimensions
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IP55 compact cabinet

Dimensions
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Head office. CHINT ITALIA INVESTmENT SRL - Via pacinotti, 28 - 30033 noale (Ve) - italy
  phone: +39 041 446614. E-mail: info@chint.it / Web-site: www.chint.it


